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Several possible mechanisms of collective ion acceleration, involving inten~e .relativisti.c electron be~ms. injected i.nto
low pressure neutral gases, are examined in depth. A brief summary of eXIstIng expenmental data IS glve~. ~osslble
acceleration mechanisms are categorized as to how the main accelerating electric field is created. These categones Include
electrostatic space charge fields, induced fields, and collective wave fields. Six existing theo.ries of ion accelerati~n ~re
examined including four potential well models, a localized magnetic pinch model, and an Inverse Cerenkov radIatIon
model. E~ch theory is summarized, compared with the data, and commented upon in regard to its validity and applica-
bility. It is concluded that the mechanism responsible for t~e observed acceleration must be an electrostatic type effect,
but that a new theory is needed to explain the existing data with all of their parametric dependences.
1 INTRODUCTION
One of the most intriguing phenomena associated
with the propagation of intense relativistic electron
beams is that of ion acceleration. Basically, it is
observed that when an intense relativistic electron
beam is injected into a metallic drift tube filled
with a neutral gas at low pressure, a substantial ion
bunch is formed which is accelerated in the same
direction that the beam propagates, and the
resultant ion energy is substantially larger than the
beam electron energy. Experimental observation
of the process is well documented. 1-12 The
phenomenon was first observed by Graybill et ai.,1
then studied in more experiments at Ion Physics
Corporation2- 5 (IPC), Physics International Com-
pany6-11 (PI), and Sandia Laboratories. 12
There is considerable interest in trying to under-
stand the acceleration mechanism, its scaling laws,
and its potential for use in future high energy
proton and heavy ion accelerators. In this paper,
possible acceleration mechanisms are categorized
as to how the main accelerating electric field is
created. General results are given for mechanisms
employing electrostatic space charge fields, in-
ductive fields, and collective wave fields. Six
existing ion acceleration theories are then. exam-
t This work supported by the United States Atomic Energy
Commission.
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ined. These include the potential well models of
Rostoker,13-14 Uglum et al.,3,15,16 Rosinskii et
ai.,17 and Poukey and Rostoker;18 the localized
pinch model of Putnam;19-22 and the inverse
coherent Cerenkov radiation model of Wachtel
and Eastlund.23 All of these theories are sub-
stantially different, yet four of them13- 17,19-22
have claimed agreement with the data. In concept,
each of these theories represents a .possible ion
acceleration mechanism. Here each theory is
summarized, compared with the existing data, and
commented upon in regard to its validity and
applicability. It is shown that serious questions
arise concerning the validity ofsome of the theories,
and in all cases, major difficulties are encountered
in trying to explain the data with each of these
theories. It is concluded that the mechanism
responsible for the observed acceleration must be
an electrostatic-type effect, but that a new theory is
needed to explain the data with all of their compli-
cated parametric dependences.
Several reviews22,24-27 have already been made
of the data, and of some of the theories, but in
these no in-depth study was made to determine if
any of the existing theories could indeed account
for the existing data. The work presented here
should help clarify the status of these theories in
regard to the existing data, and it should also
provide a useful foundation for future theoretical
work.
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For clarity, we point out that all of the work in
this paper refers to ion acceleration by drifting
intense beams-which is to be distinguished from
the related phenomenon of ion acceleration in the
diode that generates these beams. The latter type
phenomenon has enjoyed substantial experimental
investigation by Plyutto et aI., 2 8-30 Korop et aI.,31
Mkheidze et al.,32 Suladze,33 and Bradley and
Kuswa,34 but it will not be considered here.
Our presentation is as follows. In Sec. 2, a concise
summary of the basic data is given. From this, it is
established what a theory should be able to explain,
and what quantities it should be able to predict
analytically. In Sec. 3, some general moving
potential well results are given, and four potential
well models13-18 are examined. In Sec. 4, inductive
field effects are considered, and a localized pinch
mode119- 22 is examined. In Sec. 5, collective wave
fields are discussed, and an inverse coherent
Cerenkov radiation model23 is examined. Con-
clusions are given in Sec. 6.
2 GOALS OF A THEORY
To establish what a theory should be able to
explain, we briefly review the experimental data1-12
in Table 1. Basically, Table I shows that ion
acceleration occurs at low pressures (e.g., 0.1
Torr H 2)' it produces ions with energy If; that
scales as the actual ion charge number Z; (at
least at low pressures) and the ion energy per
charge lfi/Zi is substantially larger than the electron
beam energy lfe • Also given in Table I are typical
values of the number of ions N, the ion bunch
pulse length T, the observed acceleration length la'
and the acceleration time tao The dependence of
lf i on the pressure p was first thought to be negli-
gible,l,2,7 but more recent work3- S,11 has shown
a definite pressure effect; the ion energy typically
first remains constant as the pressure increases,
then it increases with pressure until a pressure is
reached above which no accelerated ions are seen.
The data have been interpreted to show that no
acceleration takes place until after a time equal to
the force neutralization time TFN • The basic
differences in the data interpretations include
(i) the acceleration being with or behind the beam
front, (ii) scaling of If; with respect to the beam
current, and (iii) multiple ion pulses.
Based on these data, we believe that an acceptable
theory should explain, at least,
a) how the bunch forms,
b) what produces the accelerating field,
c) why the ion energy scales as Zi at low
pressures, and
d) what determines the cutoff, or peak, If;.
TABLE I
Summary of ion acceleration data
IPC data l - 5 PI data6- 11 Sandia data 12
'" 1.5 MeV '" 0.25 - 1 MeV '" 1.8 MeV
8 '" 40kA "" 200 - 110 kA '" 80 kA~
'" 50 ns '" 50 ns '" 60 ns(l)~ (vly "" 0.6) (v/y '" 2 - 10) (v/y "" 1)
rJ:J '" 0.1 - 0.3 Torr H 2 '" 0.1 - 0.6 Torr H 2 "" 0.15 Torr H 2~
V "" .03 Torr N 2 '" .03 Torr N 2
rJ:J
C; '" Zi{H, D, He' N, A) Ci '" Zi{H, D, N, A)
(l) CJ(ZiCe) '" 3 C/{Z;Ce) '" 2 - 10 CJ{Z;Ce) '" 0.1 - 2;....
;::3 N '" 1013 N '" 1013 N "" 1011 - 1014~
(l) T", 3 ns T '" 3-5 nsl.;L.
fa '" 30 cm fa "" 5-10 cm fa '" 6 cm;....$:! ta '" 25 ns ta "" 10 ns
·s
Ci5 C; depends on p Ci depends on p
t > ! FN required t > ! FN required t > !FN required
rJ:J
acceleration BEHIND acceleration WITH acceleration WITH(l)
u
beam front beam front beam fronts::(l)
;.... Ci '" [2 multiple pulses large ion energy~
0 monoenergetic monoenergetic, or spread spread
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FIGURE 1 (a) An open-ended, moving, potential well.














CPo (CPo> 0), with electric field E given by
{
cpo/1 0 ~ z ~ 1,E= o z < 0, Z > 1.
This represents an open-ended well as shown in
Figure 1a. We now ask what energy lC.i an initiall.y
stationary ion will attain, if the well gIven by (2) IS
stationary, translating with velocity vo(> 0), or
accelerating with acceleration ao(> 0). The ion
has mass M and charge Zie, where e is the magni-
tude of the charge of an electron. Taking the ion at
t = 0 to be at z = 0 for the stationary case, and
at z = 1for the other cases, we have computed the
fff. attained as summarized in Table II. DependingI
(1)
3 ELECTROSTATIC FIELD MECHANISMS
Since all of the electrostatic field theories13-18
involve I-D potential well models, we consider
first a 1-D potential well of width 1 and depth
The emphasis in all of the theories considered
here has been on (b), i.e., in establishing an E
field of the required order of magnitude. Essentially
all of the theories have ignored (a), except for
Putnam 19-22 and all have been unable to account
, k' h 13 14 .for (c), except for Rosto er s t eory' In a
limited parameter range. Point (d) has been
considered in some of the theories. In addition, we
believe that a theory should predict, at least, the
quantities
In this paper, we shall concentrate our efforts on
obtaining expressions for the quantities in (1) for
each of the theories, and then comparing these with
the similar features of the data as listed in Table I.
Since we shall encounter substantial difficulties
in so doing, we ·shall refrain, in general, from even
considering the theories in the light of the differ-
ences in the data as listed in Table I.
TABLE II
Potential" well ion acceleration
Well Restriction Ci Scaling
Stationary None
Translating (i) Ion lags [ (
Z e )1/2J2l-M 2 1- 1-~2 vo i Mv6 '" Z;/M
(ii) Ion trapped
Zie<PO = i Mv6
",M
(iii) Ion shot ahead
Zie<PO > i Mv6
Accelerating (i) lon lags
Zie<PO < Maol
(ii) Ion trapped
Zie<PO = Mao I




(For Zie<PO ~ Mao/)
",M
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where Yw = [1 - (zw/C)2] - 1/2. By assuming that
the beam density is constant in the beam front
region ,[see Eqs. (3) and (4) of Ref. 13], the expres-
sion
on the size of Zi eqJo, an ion may lag behind, be
trapped, or be shot ahead of the well. The most
interesting result is that only a stationary well has
the scaling ~i ~ Zi; all other cases show a grossly
different scaling behavior. With these comments,
we proceed to discuss the potential well models of
Rostoker,13-14 Uglum et al.,3,15,16 Rosinskii et
al. 17 and Poukey and Rostoker. 18
ion. Thus the ion is trapped if
d
dt (YwMzw) ~ ZieEo (5)
(13)
3.1 Theory of Rostoker13- 14
This is a 1-D accelerating potential well model. The
well has a depth eqJo ~ (Yb - 1)mc2 where Yb =
(1 - P2)-1/2, P = Vb/C, Vb is the injected beam
electron velocity, m is the mass of an electron, and
C is the speed of light. If there is no charge neutral-
ization, beam electrons are turned back due to
electrostatic forces in a characteristic distance
c/wb, where Wb = [4nnbe2/(Ybm)]1/2 and nb is the
beam density. Charge neutralization is taken to
occur on the time scale LN = Li + Le , where Li
refers to collisional ionization by the beam
electrons, and Le is a radial escape time. Roughly,
Le ~ (l/wb)[rb/(c/wb)] = rb/c, where rb is the beam
radius. As charge neutralization occurs, the well
advances with velocity L/LN. The characteristic
moving well length is L ~ 2cw; 1, which follows
from a calculation involving Poisson's equation.13
The well accelerates if LN decreases in time, and it is
argued that TN does decrease in time due to
ionization ahead of the well caused by radiation,
beam temperature effects, and finite risetime
effects. To model these effects, it is assumed that
there is a beam of density nt preceding the main
beam of density nb • The "precursor" beam exists
at all z and is switched on at time t = o. Including
this beam, it is found that
Llt) = Li{l - (nt /nb)[(t/LJ - I]}, (3)
and, letting Zw denote the well position,
where the superscript dot (.) denotes a time
derivative (d/dt). Thus the well acceleration is even
time dependent. The well acceleration proceeds
up to the z where Li(t) = 0, after which the well
continues to translate with velocity Zw ~ L/Le ~ c.
Ion acceleration occurs in the well only up to the
z where the well acceleration Zw equals the electric
field acceleration on the ion due to the well electric
field Eo. Beyond this z, the well slips ahead of the
Eo = 4nnbe(2 1/2 - l)cWb1 (6)
was obtained. Then, apart from a numerical
factor of order 2, (4), (5), and (6) were combined
to give13
2mc2 Z i nb nb~i = 3 * ~ * Zi(MeV), (7)
Ywnb nb
by assuming slip-out occurs precisely when equality
holds in (5). We note that for typical parameters,
slip-out always occurs in this model. It was also
found that13
la = L(nb/nt)ln[l + (nb/nt)] (8)
ta ~ Linb/nt (9)
N ~ nri(c/wb)nb (10)
T ~ (c/Wb)/(PiC) (11)
where PiC is the final ion velocity.
We have obtained different results for this model
starting with essentially the same initial assump-
tions. For example, results (8) and (9) were derived
from (4). However, from (4), we find exactly that
la = L(:;}n{[1 + :: + ::J[Ei~riJ} (12)
[
Ilb { L e L}Jta = Li 1 + * 1 + - - -- ,
nb Li PiCLi
which may differ substantially from (8) and (9).
Also, the field Eo in (6) does not agree with the
desired expression Eo ~ ~e(eL)-1. Using the later
expression (and assuming that the beam density
adjusts to justify this choice), we find
(14)
in place of (7).
For comparison with experiment, we use param-
eter values typical ,of the PI data;6-10 Zi = 1,
Yb = 3, nb = 5 x 1012 cm- 3, r b = 1.25 cm, and
pulse length Lb = 50 ns. {Jsing data35 for 1-MeV
electrons in H 2 at a pressure of 0.1 Torr, we find
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Li ~ SOns. Then choosing nb/nt = 2 (to make
lSi agree with the data), we obtain for protons,
using (7)-(11),
lSi = 2 MeV ("-12 MeV) (7')
la ~ 2 cm ("-I5-10cm) (8')
ta = 100 ns ("-IS-IOns) (9')
N ~ 1013 ("-110 13) (10')
T = 0.2 ns ("-13-5 ns), (11')
where the observed values for each quantity are as
indicated in the parentheses. There are large
discrepancies for ta and T and these discrepancies
are even larger for data from IPC.1- 5
The principal problems one encounters in trying
to explain the data1-12 with this model are as
follows.
a) First, at neutral gas pressures where ion
acceleration is observed, Li may be greater than or
equal to the beam pulse length tb •35 This means
that the well would not even start to move before
the beam expired. Also, since the predicted ta is
always larger than Li' we typically find the pre-
dicted value of ta to be larger than that observed,
even if Li could be reduced somewhat.
b) The sudden beam front acceleration when
Li(t) -+ 0 as predicted by this theory [and required
to obtain slip-out, and the Zi scaling in (7)J is
not seen in the data. In the theory, the well velocity
[3f C increases from Pi C to about c during the time
interval ~t = t1 - ta , where t1 is the time at which
Li(t1) = O. Using (3) and (13), we find
~t = (nb/nt)[L([3iC)-1 - LeJ. (15)
For the parameters used in (7')-(11 '), the theory
predicts [3f C increases from Pf C ~ 0.06 C to about C
over the timeinterval ~t ~ 0.8 ns. No such sudden
jumps in the beam front motion are seen in the
data. 9 ,11,12 .
c) The theory predicts a moving, beam-front,
well length of order c/wb , but beam-front lengths of
this order are not seen in the data. For example,
since the full beam current propagates behind the
well, the final net current risetime t: associated with
the beam front would be predicted to be t: ~
(2c/wb)(Pec)-1 ~ 2W;1. For the parameters used
in (7')-(11'), this gives t: ~ 0.03 ns whereas typical
observed values are of the order oft: ~ 10 ns. 9 ,11,12
Further evidence that moving well lengths of order
c/wb do not occur is that the predicted ion pulse
length T is more than an order ofmagnitude smaller
than what is observed. In the theory,13 it was
argued that the ion pulse spreads in the evacuated
drift region ofthe ion detection apparatus. However,
consider the IPC experiments1- 3 where the ion
detection drift tube had current monitors at dis-
tances 10 cm, 40 cm, and 70 cm from the point of
injection. The data for H 2, for example, shows that
although the total ion current decreases as the· ion
pulse moves along the tube, the ion pulse shape
stays remarkably the same, with essentially no axial
spreading. Substantial axial spreading would be
expected if the pulse had expanded axially from
"-I 0.4 cm to "-I 7 cm during its traversal of the first
10 cm of the tube. 36
d) The theory gives no pressure dependence to
lSi' whereas a definite pressure dependence is seen
in the data.4 ,5,11 Once the ratio nt/nb is chosen,
and p is varied, only taand la will vary, while lSi will
remain unchanged. This disagrees, e.g., with the
PI data11 in which lSi increased from 3 MeV to
lOMeV as p increased from 0.3 Torr to 0.6 Torr H 2.
e) Finite well length effects, not included in
(7)-(11), can alter the results adversely. In obtaining
(7), instantaneous slip-out was assumed when
equality held in (5). Here we note that slip-out would
really occur in the finite well length ("-I2c/wb)
rather than in an infinitesimally small well length
as assumed. At the true slip-out time, the inequality
in (5) would actually be reversed. Calculations we
have done show that if the true slip-out occurs at a
time less than the tIme at which Li(t) -+ 0, then the
scaling lSi "-I Zi is preserved; if slip-out occurs at a
time later than this, then lSi does not scale as Zi.
In addition, finite well length effects raise the mini-
mum predicted energy [i.e., lSi in the limit nt -+ nb]
to above lSi = Zi(MeV). This is somewhat dis-
turbing since ion energies less than Zi(MeV) have
been reported. 8 [Note that our expression (14) for
lSi does not exhibit this problem.J
f) Since slip-out always occurs in this theory, the
ions would have to drift in the charge neutral region
behind the well. There the ions would see the net
magnetic field of the beam Be and be deflected out
to the guide tube walls. (At typical ion acceleration
pressures, substantial current neutralization does
not occur, so Be can be large.) Only a few ions (those
almost exactly oD. axis) would reach the ion detec-
tion apparatus.
g) ·A free parameter (nb/nt) is employed so the
ion energy cannot be determined from first prin-
ciples. Also, note that if there is no ionization ahead
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of the beam (nt Inb ~ 0), the theory predicts
gi ~ 00, but that La ~ 00 and ta~ 00 also, so that
this case would not be physically realizable.
Actually if nt = 0, a constant beam front velocity
2c(wb TJ-1 would result and the ion energy would
be gi ~ 2Mc2(Wb TJ-2. In this case, gi would be
~ fff e typically, and fff i r-v M, both of which disagree
with the data.
Thus although this model is intuitively attrac-
tive, it is apparently not able to account for the
existing data.1- 12
3.2 Theory ofUglum, Graybill, and McNeiU 3,15,16
This is a different potential well model in which the
well accelerates due to a neutral gas avalanche
breakdown mechanism. This model was designed
in conjunction with the IPC data which was in-
terpreted as showing that the beam propagates
ahead of the ion pulse. Thus at t = 0, the beam is
taken to be propagating down the entire drift tube
and a background charge neutralization fraction
fe = Y;; 2 (sufficient to provide force neutralization)
is assumed. The well is open-ended as in Figure la,
and has length L. The electric field associated with
the well is E = ({JoiL where e({Jo ~ (Yb - 1)mc2.
At t = 0 the well is at the anode (z = 0). Using
values of E and p with the data of Felsenthal and
Proud,37 an avalanche breakdown time T is ob-
tained. With the length L and time T, an acceler-
ation ao is constructed, ao == 2L/T2 • Using ao and
assuming an ion is at the front of the well (z = L)
at t = 0, the energy attained by the ion as the well
passes is computed to -be as in the appropriate
entry in Table II.
We have verified that this model predicts
S. = ZieqJO (16)
l [(MaoL)/(Zie({JO)] - 1
I = ZieqJoL (17)
a MaoL - Zie({JO
t a = [Mao~~L~ieqJJl/2. (18)
In the theory,3,16 the quantities N, T, la' andta
were not given, but the values of La and ta(as given
above) follow readily from the derivation of (16).
Note that we must have MaoL > Zie({JO for (16) to
be valid, but that we need MaoL ~ Zie({JO to make
gi > Zie({JO' Thus tffi will be a sensitive function of
Mao L. Also note that L is a free parameter to be
specified.
For comparison with experiment, we use param-
eter values relevant to the IPC data (e({Jo =
1 MeV, p = 0.2 Torr He' H;2 so Zi = 2 and
M = 4 M proton)' We choose L = 5 cm as in the
examples In the references. 3,16 Then if we calculate
Elp, find Tand compute ao, we find fff i from (16) is
negative because ao is slightly too small. Actually
we have MaoL < Zie({JO so (16) does not apply and,
from Table II, tff i r-v tM(aot)2 until the well acceler-
ation terminates. In Ref. 16, in comparing the
theory with the data, the approach used is to set
tff i equal to the observed ion energy in (16) and then
solve for ao. Doing this with tff i = 10 MeV gives
ao = 0.115 cm/ns2 , whereas the breakdown data
giveao = 0.044cm/ns2 •38 Usingao = 0.115cm/ns2 ,
we find
la = 25 cm (20-30 cm) (17')
ta = 22.8 ns (r-v 25 ns) (18')
where the experimental values are as in the paren-
theses. The agreement in (17') and (18') is somewhat
fortuitous since, in effect, the results (17') and (18')
refer to nothing more than the acceleration of an
ion in the field E = ({JoiL up to an energy fffi-and
here, ({Jo, L, and tffi were chosen.
Some fundamental problems concerning the
validity of this model are as follows:
a) The initial assumption of a propagating force
neutral beam violates the limiting current re-
quirement as discussed by Olson and Poukey.39
Briefly, if a force neutral beam could propagate, the
potential depression at the center of the beam
would be roughly three times greater than tffele for
parameters typical of the IPC data. 1- 5 Clearly such
a beam could not propagate in the first place.
b) The calculation of Tis apparently invalid. To
find T, one is instructed3,16 to extrapolate several
orders of magnitude off the data of Felsenthal and
Proud,37 into a regime where the mean free path
between ionizing collisions A is ~ L. For example,
for ecpo = 1 MeV and L = 5 cm, an electron
initially at rest would be accelerated and exit the
5 cm region. in a time to ~ 2Llc = 0.3 ns.
U sing the smallest possible collisional ionization
time Ti = 5 ns (for 100 eV electrons in H 2 and
p = 0.1 Torr)40 shows that an accelerated electron
could, at best, produce only to/Ti ~ 0.06 ion pairs as
it traversed the length L. Clearly lo/T i should be
~ 1 for an avalanche calculation to be valid, and
the avalanche mechanism suggested could not
begin to be operative for the parameter values
used.
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TABLE III
Characteristic lengths and times associated with
potential well motion in three ion acceleration
theories.
Zo = [(mc 3 )/(2nJoe)]1/2(yt/3 - 1)3/4













2 0 [Eq. (19)]
Gi = tMz~v;
N = nrtzonblZ i
T = zo/zw = Vi- 1
Theory
Rostoker 13- 14
Uglum et a1. 3 ,15,16
Rosinskii et al. 17
where J 0 is the beam current density and rope is the
plasma frequency corresponding to the beam
density [rope == (4 nnbe2/m)1/2]. The well advances
a distance Zo in a collisional ionization time vi 1, i.e.,
it translates with velocity
model. Here, however, the front is taken to move at
constant velocity. A strong magnetic field B = ez Bo
is imposed on the system, with Bo ~ Be' where Be
represents the beam self-magnetic field. The well
length is now given by the "slowing down length"
Zo for an unneutralized (uncompensated) beam
propagating in a strong magnetic field,41,42
It is assumed that Zo ~ rb so that the beam is
current neutralized as well as charge neutralized
behind the ionization front. The processes of ion
bunch formation, trapping, and acceleration are
regarded as "transient processes" and are essentially
ignored. In essence, all that is given is a picture of
a constant velocity beam front. The well depth is
eqJo ~ (Yb - 1)mc2 and since Gi must be greater
than this to explain the data, some acceleration
mechanism must be employed, although none is
mentioned.
The results of this model are:
To distinguish the theories examined thus far, we
list the characteristic well "length" and "time"
associated with each of them in Table III. Note that
the well velocity of Rosinskii et ale is essentially the
same as that of Rostoker at t = o.
3.3 Theory of Rosinskii, Rukhadze, and Rukhlin17
This is another potential well model. The mechan-
ism employed is a traveling ionization front at the
~d of the beam, very much like that in Rostoker's
c) No explanation is given as to why the well
should accelerate in the first place. Physically this
would require r to decrease as the well moves. For
constant r, the well should simply translate with
constant velocity Llr. (This point was also noted
earlier by Putnam. 22)
Even ignoring the above, one encounters other
difficulties in trying to explain the data with this
model, as follows.
a) The ion energy scaling does not agree with the
data. From (16), gi depends on Zi' M, ao, and L.
The scaling gi ~ Zi could occur only if MaoLIZi
were constant, which cannot occur in general si~ce
the four parameters M, ao, L, and Zi are all in-
dependent. For example, suppose eqJo = 1 MeV
and gi = 5 MeV for Zi = 1 in (16). Then increasing
M by a factor of 4 and keeping Zi = 1 (which cor-
responds to H: 1) gives tff i = 0.26 MeV, instead of
5 MeV as the scaling gi ~ Zi would predict.
b) The pressure dependence does not agree with
the data. For constant L, as p increases, r decreases,
ao increases and therefore gi decreases. Since gi is
very sensitive to ao, g i falls sharply as p increases.
Forexample,supposep = 0.15Torr,eqJo = 1MeV,
Zi = 1, and gi = 5 MeV in (16). Then since pr ~
constant, increasing p to only p = 0.17 Torr would
make gi drop to 1.85 MeV. This pressure depend-
ence is not seen in the data.
c) If avalanching could occur in the well Ez ' it
would also occur simultaneously throughout the
beam channel in the Er of the force neutral beam(Er ~ Ez). Then the well would "disappear" in time
r and no well acceleration would occur.
d) If well acceleration could occur, then wells
should accelerate in from both ends of the drift tube.
Ions would be accelerated in each of them, the wells
would meet at the center of the drift tube, and the
ion bunches would pass through each other.
e) A free parameter (L) is employed so that the
ion energy cannot be determined from first prin-
ciples.
In summary, this model appears to be physically
invalid. Yet, even ignoring this, the model is
apparently unable to account for existing data. 1- 12
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The quantities la and ta were not considered. Also,
two validity conditions were given. First, Zo ~ rb
so return current can flow; this amounts to re-
quiring that the beam current 10 be much larger
than the vacuum limiting current.41 ,42 Second,
the beam current must be less than the critical
current for a charge neutralized (compensated)
beam in order for the beam to propagate.
To compare with experiment, Rosinskii et a/.
chose the parameters lffe = 1 MeV, 10 = 100 kA,
rb = 1 cm, and Zw == 0.06 c, i.e., they chose lCi = !Mz~ = 2 MeV for protons. From (21) they then
found Vi ~ 109 sec -1, which they say is "likely"
for pressures near 1 Torr. Actually, accelerated ions
are most frequently observed near t'o./ 0.15 Torr
(H2) for which Vi ~ 0.03 X 109 sec- 1 (for y ~ 3),35
so the "agreement" on Vi is really off more than an
order of magnitude. Using Vi = 109 sec- 1 and
Zw = 0.06 c in (20) gives Zo = 1.8 cm which is > rb
so the validity condition Zo ~ rb is even violated.
[Actually, using (19), (20), and the parameters above,
wefindzo = 0.3cmandv i = 6 x 109 sec- 1sothat
although Zo is < rb , Vi is offmore than two orders of
magnitude.]
In trying to use this model to explain the existing
data, one also encounters the following problems:
a) The theory assumes a strong Bo whereas no
magnetic field was used in any of the experi-
ments. 1-1 0, 12 In fact, recent experiments at PI have
shown that with even a modest Bo no accelerated
ions are seen. 11 Thus the mechanism of this theory
is directly contradicted by the existing data.
b) The energy scaling disagrees with the data.
Since all accelerated ions have the same velocity as
the well, tffi t'o./ M, whereas the data show lCi t'o./ Zi.
c) The model is very incomplete, with no ex-
planation of bunch formation, trapping, acceler-
ation, acceleration length or acceleration time.
Thus this model cannot be used to explain the
existing data. 1- 12
3.4 Theory of Poukey and Rostoker18
O~e-dimensionalintense beam propagation into a
gUIde tube filled with vacuum or with neutral gas
has been investigated numerically by Poukey and
Rostoker. 18 For the vacuum case, they found that
a deep potential well was created near the anode.
The location of the density maximum and the
potential these were found to oscillate about their
mean values (by about ±10 %) in time. The well
depth qJo was of the order of2 to 3 times ~e/e. It was
suggested18 that this potential well may form a
mechanism for accelerating ions. For intense beam
propagation into neutral gas, it was found that the
average speed of propagation was similar to that of
the Rostoker model, i.e., a velocity of order (c/wb)/
'r i • For nb = 1011 cm- 3, Po = 0.99 (y = 7), and
'r i =0.95 ns, an average propagation speed of(0.06)c was obtained from numerical simulation.
This work was not actually developed into a
theory of ion acceleration. However some of the
problems that one encounters in trying to use this
mechanism to explain the data are as follows:
a) The vacuum well is 1-D and one-sided as in
Figure 1a. It would continually produce ions with
energies from zero up to the peak well depth. Ions
would be accelerated immediately (even before
t = 'rFN) and continuously (no bunching effect).
Of course, an actual well would be 2-D as in Figure
lb. For a 2-D stationary well, the ions would
oscillate and never escape. For a 2-D well oscillating
in position and amplitude by ± 10 %, net ion energy
gains are possible, but only of order 20 % of the
peak well depth. For protons, this would give
lff i ~ 0.4lffe~ 0.6tffe, whereas lff i = 2lCe~ 10<!e is
observed. I - 12
b) If the beam propagation into neutral gas is
considered as a mechanism for ion acceleration
[it was not in Ref. 18J, then one encounters pro-
blems similar to those that occur in Rostoker's
model. These problems are that 'r i is too long, the
beam front risetime is too short, and the ion energy
scaling is <!i t'o./ M for a, closed well (all of which
disagree with the data).
Thus, this model established the new feature of a
potential well depth greater than the electron beam
energy for vacuum injection. However it is still not
possible to account for the data1-12 with this
model.
4 INDUCED FIELD MECHANISMS
Induced electric fields caused by a time-varying
current or a time-varying inductance, may provide
a source of possible ion acceleration. A uniform
beam with risetime t r and radius rb inside a guide
tube of radius R, produces an electric field on
axis43
(24~
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(25) FIGURE 2 Pinching beam configurations, as used to estimate
their effectiveness in accelerating ions. (a) Stationary pinch.
(b) Translating pinch for Vo = constant; synchronized pinch
for Vo = viet).
(b)
(a)
I b II~ vo~)~
-
proton would attain energy lff i = 2/~e2j(Mc4) ~
20 keY. Thus, typically lff i would be too small to be
useful in explaining the data.
ii) Translating pinch-Here we consider a "one-
sided" pinch that moves with velocity Vo = con-
stant, as indicated in Figure 2b. As the constriction
passes by in the laboratory frame, it appears as a
pinching beam with characteristic pinch time
"tp" = bjvo, where b represents the distance over
which rb decreases by the factor e- 1• For 10 = 105A
and Vo = 0.05 c (a typical beam fron~ velocity), a
proton would attain lff i = 22 keY, which again is
typically too small to explain the data.
iii) Synchronized pinch-This case represents the
true localized pinch mechanism; the pinching
velocity is set equal to the ion bunch velocity vi(t).
The characteristic pinch time is now tp(t) ~ b/v;(t),
i.e., the pinch accelerates. In this case, the velocity
exponentiates with the characteristic time 1: ==
Mc2bj(2el0)' so lff i increases by the factor e2 = 7.39
(26)
where rb(t) represents the beam envelope radius in
the laboratory frame. With the assumption
rb(t) = rb(O)e- t / tp
we find
For typical parameters (10 = 40 kA, tr = 10 ns,
Rjrb = 2), (24) gives E ~ 104 Vjcm, whereas fields
oforder 106 Vjcm are required to explain the obser-
ved acceleration.
A different inductive field mechanism occurs if
there is time-dependent beam pinching, as in the
localized pinch model of Putnam. 19- 22 The in-
ductive pinch field for a uniform beam of radius
rb(t) that carries a constant current lois
E _ 210 -( - 1) drb(t)
- ~ rb(t) (It
where tp is the characteristic "pinch time." Using
(26), we have performed several calculations to
determine if this field could accelerate ions effici-
ently. A brief discussion of these cases follows-the
cases are sketched in Figure 2 and the analytic
results are summarized in Table IV.
i) Stationary pinch-By this, we mean a beam
which pinches uniformly during the time 0 :5: t :5:
tp , as in Figure 2a. An ion would accelerate in the E
field of (26) and at time t = tp attain the energy lff i
listed in Table IV. Note that lff i does not depend on
tp ; if tp is decreased, E increases, but the acceler-
ation time (which is also t p) decreases, with the
result that lff i remains constant. For 10 = 105A, a
TABLE IV
Pinch acceleration.
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Synchronized b
tMv;(O)e2t/t Depends on M, vi(O),-
i = vi(t) vi(t) and time cutoff
r =Mc2bA2eloZ i)




in time T. For 1o = 105A and b = 2 cm (i.e., b of
order rb) a proton would have T = 10 ns. Thus,
typically T is too large to explain the data. Also the
initial velocity vlO) would have to be established by
some other process before this process would
dominate.
Thus these preliminary considerations indicate
that the pinch mechanism does not appear to be
able to generate a high enough te i to begin to ex-
plain the data. Also note that none of the cases con-
sidered here exhibit the scaling te i roo.; Zi. With these
comments, we proceed to examine the theory of
Putnam.
4.1 TheoryolPutnam 19- 22
This theory is based on the model shown in Figure




FIGURE 3 Model of localized pinch acceleration proposed
by Putnam. 19- 22 The ion bunch is indicated by the shaded
region.
an ion bunch. The fractional charge neutralization
is Ie roo.; y- 2, i.e., the beam is force neutral. The ion
bunch enhances Ie locally to Ie roo.; 2y - 2, and the
beam pinches in response. The pinch generates an
electric field which accelerates the ions, and since
the pinch follows the ions, the whole process is
synchronized. Acceleration continues until a cut-
off (as yet unspecified) is reached.
Most of this theory involves a calculation of the
value of the E field, which requires an expression
for rb(t). Starting with the fields Er(r, z, t) of a uni-
form rod charge and Bo(r, z, t) of a uniform current
rod, Putnam uses Faraday's law to find a general
expression for Ez(r = 0, z, t). For the pinch model,
two terms in that expression are used,
Eir = 0, z) = 2PL)'e oae + 2Ae oae. (27)
cae at ae OZ
The notation used is as in Refs. 20-22-ae(a i )
refers to the beam (ion) envelope radius, f3L
e
(f3L)
refers to the longitudinal f3 of the beam electrons
(ion bunch), and Ae refers to the linear beam charge
density. The first term in (27) is the IdL/dt term,
while the second term is an electrostatic force term
due to variation of ae with z. We have also derived






both hold. Transforming to the ion rest frame,
Ui = Z - f3Li ct, (27) becomes
E
z
= - 2AePLe PL, oae + 2Ae oae. (29)
ae OUi ae OUi
Putnam then drops the first term, the IdL/dt term,
(since it is smaller than the other one) and has
2Ae oaeEz~--·
ae OUi
Thus the "pinch field" used is actually not an in-
ductive field but an electrostatic field (in either the
ion or laboratory frame). Note that to accelerate
ions we need Ez > 0, which from (30), requires
oae/oui < 0 since Ae < O.
Next, the Kapchinskii-Vladimirskii (KV) en-
velope equations are used to obtain an expression
for oae/oui. Upstream and downstream of the ion
bunch, a special value/~ is derived that corresponds
to uniform envelope radii for both the ions and
electrons. At the ion bunch,le is enhanced and the
beam envelope constricts. Using the expression
found for oae/oui in (30), we have verified the
result22
_ 23 / 2Ae (V)1/2( 0 ~Ai)1/2 1 osE - -- - I + - - - (31)
z f3Lea~ y e IAel s ox
where
(OS)2 2 2 2ax = 1 - s + P In s - Q(s- - 1) (32)
[ 2(0 ~Ai)J-1P = he Ie + DJ
° _2(0 ~Ai)-1Q = (fe - YLe ) Ie + 1U .
Here ~Ai is the ion bunch linear charge density, and
the superscript (0) refers to the equilibrium up-
stream and downstream from the ion bunch. By
neglecting P and Q in (32) the result S-1 os/ox ~
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t
a
~ Li y- 2 + 2I
a
({3Li c)-1 (36)
N ~ nrinby-2 (37)
T ~ rb({3Lic)-l (38)
In (37) and (38), we have taken the bunch length to
be of the order of the beam radius. Results (36)-(38)
are not given explicitly in the references,19-22
but they follow readily.
For comparison with experiments, we use
/ 50 kA 0 - 1 fO - - 2Y = 3, v Y = 1, 10 = , ae - cm, e - Y ,
~A/IAel = y- 2 , and find from (33), Ez~ 7.4 X
105 V/cm whereas (34) gives E~AT ~ 3 X 106
V/cm. Using the former, we choose la = 6 cm so
tS. ~ 4 MeV for Z. = 1. Then for p = 0.1 Torr inl l
H 2 ,
where typical experimental values are indicated
in the parentheses.
Some fundamental problems concerning the
validity of this model are as follows:
a) The initial assumption of a propagating force
neutral beam violates the limiting current require-
ment as discussed by Olson and Poukey.39 This
means that the "equilibrium" force neutral beam
cannot exist (even before the ion bunch is added)
because the space charge potential depression
would exceed the electron beam energy. Since the
ion acceleration data1-12 typically has 10 > 311(where II is the limiting current39), this means that
we would need 0.67 < fe < 1 to keep the potential
depression less than or equal to the beam energy,
and have the propagating beam radius equal to the
injected beam radius. A force neutral beam has only
Ie = y-2 ~ 0.1 (for tSe~ 1 MeV), and it therefore
could not exist self-consistently.
(b) A synchronized inductive pinch field calcula-
tion was never performed. The field used in (33)
is. an electrostatic field (in either the laboratory
or the ion frame) associated with oae/oz. The true
IdL/dt field depends on the ion bunch speed, while
the electrostatic field depends only on the envelope
shape oae/oz.
c) The direction of the accelerating E field
depends on which end of the pinch one is at. The
IdL/dt term in (27) would accelerate ions at the front
of the pinch (oae/oui > 0), but would decelerate
ions at the rear or "unpinch" region (oae/ou i < 0).
- n- 1 was found. 22 Using this in (31) gives the
result reported in references 20 and 21,
S(V)1/2 v(l + V/y)1/2
E z = 4.5 x 10 - ORY aeP
x (f~ + ~~iIY/\/cm, (33)
which we find convenient to write as
I o(A)3/2 (0 ~Ai)1/2
Ez ~ 0.21 {35/2 1/2 0 f e + -I'I V/cm. (33')
L
e
y ae A e
Typically the field (33) is so large that beam
electrons would be stopped by it in a distance of
order a , violating (28a) and assumptions inherent
in the euse of the KV equations. Noting this,
Putnam returned to the first term in (27), the
IdL/dt term, and assuming oae(t)/ot = c, he obtain-
ed an expression for the "saturated" or maximum
inductive field possible
ESAT = 210 = 60 Io(A) V/cm. (34)
z cae ae(cm)
One concludes that (33) is not applicable, although
it is still used, and that (34) represents an absolute
upper bound on Ez ' but even this expression is not
applicable because (28b) is violated. In any event,
to this electric field, other electrostatic fields are
added qualitatively-those due to OA/OZ caused
by beam slowdown, and those from the ion bunch
itself. The general conclusion is that there are
many electric field contributions, and that the peak
value of them is of the order given by (33) or (34).
The remainder of this model includes a criterion
for ion bunching. This is that Ez near the anode
drives ions away from the anode faster than they
can be produced by collisions. Also given are many
speculations as to why the acceleration should cut
off, the favored one being depletion of ions near the
anode. It is argued that this would cause the beam
to shut off, a new pulse would form, and multiple
pulses would occur. Note that the bunching
mechanism requires ion depletion near the anode
(i.e., cutoff), so it has not been explained why the
ion bunch would ever leave the anode region in the
first place.
Since cutoff has not been determined, the ions
are assumed to accelerate in a constant Ez given by(33), through a length la chosen to make tS i equal
the observed ion energy tff i • Thus we have
(35)
ta ~ 10 ns
N ~ 1012
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Thus the IdL/dt field would spread the ion bunch
in time. The electrostatic term in (27) accelerates
ions only in the unpinch region (aae/au i < 0);
at the front of the pinch (aae/au i > 0) this term
would decelerate ions. Thus the electrostatic
term produces the characteristics of a two-sided
potential well, both sides of which would accelerate
ions to the center. Net acceleration of the well is
difficult to explain. In fact, if fe = 0 ahead of the
well, then apparently deceleration would dominate.
d) The assumption that f~ has the exact value
necessary for a? and a~ to be constant (f~ ~ y- 2)
outside the pinch region is somewhat idealistic.
In general fe will become larger than this value,
and according to the KV equations, envelope
oscillations would then occur everywhere.
Even ignoring the above problems, one en-
counters other difficulties in trying to explain the
data with this model:
a) The energy scaling 8 i rto.I Zi has not been
demonstrated. For a true synchronized inductive
calculation 8 i does not scale as Zi (see Table IV).
With the electrostatic field (33), to obtain 8 i rto.I Zi'
one must show that (i) Ez is the same for all species,
and that (ii) all species have the exact same cutoff
length (as argued in Ref. 20). Only iff~ + (L\AJIAe I)
is the same for all species will Ez ' as given by (33),
be invariant. In fact, the PI data shows that L\Ai is
not the same for all species; in one well-documented
example,7,IO the Zi = 2 ion density (H~ +) was at
least two orders of magnitude smaller than the
Zi = 1 ion density (H+). In addition, the effect of
varying L\A i may be much worse than as indicated
by (33), since the turning point approximation
S-1 as/ax ~ - 1[-1 breaks down in the limit L\Ai ~ O.
Result (31) correctly shows Ez ~ 0 as L\A i ~ 0
whereas (33) does not.
b) Even ignoring the fact that (34) is inapplicable
because (28b) is violated, the pinch field (34) could
not accelerate ions efficiently due to the following.
(i) The ion pulse would have to be created almost
instantaneously to allow arb/at ~ c; if the pulse
were created in time T, then arb/at would be of
order rbiT (~ c for reasonable values of T). (ii) Even
if arb/at ~ c, the field (34) would only exist for a
time rb/c ~ 0.03 ns (for rb = 1 em), during which
time an ion would barely begin to be accelerated.
c) A free parameter (la) is employed so the ion
energy cannot be determined from first principles.
In summary this model does not validly apply
to the existing data1-12 for which 10 > It. Even
ignoring this, one apparently is unable to account
for the existing data with this model.
5 COLLECTIVE WAVE FIELD
MECHANISMS
Collective wave fields may also provide a mech-
anism for ion acceleration, provided the wave
phase velocities are slow enough to permit capture
and ion acceleration up to the observed ion speeds
PiC, where 0.05 < Pi < 0.14. 1- 12 The required
slow phase velocities immediately restrict the
types of waves that one may consider. In addition,
any continuous wave phenomena would produce
a continuous ion output, whereas a fairly localized
ion pulse is always seen in the data. 1-.12
In regard to waves excited by streaming in-
stabilities, we briefly mention the electron-ion
two-stream instability. The relevant particle species
would be fast beam electrons and cold ions. In one
dimension, and assuming the ion density niZi
equals the beam density nb , this instability44
produces a wave with phase velocity VpH ,
VPH = (0.40)(Zi y3 m/Mi)I/3 Vo (39)
where y = (1 - (6)-1/2, Po = Vo/c and Vo is the
injected electron velocity. Even if we assume that
the wave E field were large enough to permit ion
trapping, and that VPH were such as to give the right
order of magnitude for the ion energy Si' we would
find the scaling
(40)
This scaling disagrees with the data, which shows
8 i rto.I Zi(atleast at low pressure). Also,ifniZi =1= nb ,
VPH scales as (n i/nb)I/3. This means that VPH and
therefore the velocity of any trapped ions, would
decrease in the direction toward the beam front.
In addition, Putnam22 estimates that only very
low ion energies could be produced by streaming
instabilities. Thus it is not too surprising that no
instability-driven, wave-trapping, ion acceleration
mechanisms have been seriously proposed to
explain the existing data. I- 12
However, a novel collective wave mechanism
that employs Cerenkov radiation, and that was
first proposed by Veksler,45,46 has been considered
by Wachtel and Eastlund23 as a possible explana-
tion of the observed acceleration. 1-12 To introduce
this mechanism, we consider briefly the Cerenkov
effect for a single particle in a plasma, the coherent
Cerenkov effect for a cluster "particle," and finally




cluster acceleration by inverse coherent Cerenkov
radiation.
Cerenkov radiation was first observed in the
context of light (EM) waves.47 ,48 The radiation
occurs when a charged "point" particle moves with
velocity V in a medium which allows EM wave
propagation of waves with phase velocity w/k < ~
The radiation is emitted at the angle f) = cos - 1
[w/(k V)], and accordingly, the necessary condition
for Cerenkov radiation is f3n > 1 where f3 = Vic
and the index of refraction n = kc/w. Since
f3 < 1 always, n > 1 is required for the radiation.
For EM waves propagating in a plasma with no
external magnetic field, w/k > c always and
Cerenkov radiation is not possible, as is well
known. If an external magnetic field is present,
Cerenkov radiation is allowed in many regions of a
CMA diagram, and these have been studied
extensively, especially for propagation along the
magnetic field.49-S 3
Since no external magnetic· field was employed
in the ion acceleration experiments,1-10,12 it
might first appear that Cerenkov radiation would
never occur. However, it happens that the Cerenkov
effect can occur for longitudinal waves in a plasma,
if thermal effects are included.S4-S 8 Longitudinal
plasma waves have phase velocities in the range
3VTH ;S ~H < 00 [where VTH(~H) is the thermal(phase) velocity], so Cerenkov radiation becomes
possible for V > 3VTH . The electric field produced
that slows the particle down due to its wave
emission is
E = qw; I (1 2V2 )2V2 n + V 2
TH
Many authors' have obtained or quoted this
result, but usually with some minor. variation
(e.g., the 1 in the In factor is frequently miss-
ing).4s,46,ss-62 We have derived (41) by considering
a particle with charge density
p(~, t) = qb(z - vt)b(x)b(y),
using Poisson's equation (i.e., considering plasma
waves in the electrostatic approximation), and
calculating Ez(~, t) by using standard Fourier-
Laplace transform techniques. The result (41)
follows when the wave number (k) integrals that
occur are limited to the range 0 < k < kd , where
the Debye wave number kd ~ 21/2Wp/VTH.
If we replace the single charged particle by a
"cluster" composed of N particles, each with
charge Z ie, then the E field in (41) will be enhanced
by the factor NZ i . This will occur provided the
bunch has a dimension I in each wave propagation
direction that is much smaller than the wavelength
of waves that propagate in that direction. The
shortest wavelength allowed is of order A = 2n/kd ,
so we must have I ~ A is the cluster is to act as a
point particle and produce coherent Cerenkov
radiation. If I ~ A, waves will still be emitted by
different particles in the cluster, but they will, in
general, be out of phase and mix to produce an
Emuch less than that given by (41). Thus, for
I ~2n/kd'
E = NZi ew~ In(l + 2~2)2V V TH
and the energy loss per centimeter for a particle







)W= Nzf -f In 1 + -2,2V VTH
This result has been used to explain the plasma
heating observed in several bunched-beam/plasma
experiments,S9-61 and ion acceleration in diode
experiments. 3°
The ion acceleration mechanism is now explained
by considering an ion bunch placed in an intense
beam as shown in Figure 4. In the beam frame, the
bunch slows due to Cerenkov wave emission, and
this appears as acceleration in the laboratory frame.
However, it should be noted that the results (41)-
(43) are based on the implicit assumptions that (i) in
the beam frame, the background "plasma" (the
beam particles with thermal velocity) may be




FIGURE 4 Ion acceleration by coherent inverse Cerenkov
radiation. (a) In the laboratory frame, an ion bunch (dark dot)
is at rest and the beam has velocity Pec. (b) In the beam rest
frame, the ion bunch has velocity - Pec. If coherent Cerenkov
radiation is possible in this frame, the bunch slows down, which
appears in the laboratory frame in (c) as a net acceleration.
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longitudinal plasma waves, and that (ii) the bunch
is treated as a small perturbation to the plasma
background.
5.1 Theory of Wachtel and Eastlund23
Wachtel and Eastlund23 have applied the above
inverse Cerenkov acceleration mechanism to the
case of ion acceleration by intense beams. From the
above results, we see that in either the beam frame
or the laboratory frame, E is given by (42), since
longitudinal E fields transform relativistically
unchanged. However, (42) is to be evaluated in the
beam frame, and since IV I rv c there, a full rela-
tivistic calculation of E should be made.62 In
regard to the bunch dimension, Eastlund reports
that (42) should be modified by a factor of the
form63
F = [sin 2(nl/Ad)]/(nl/Ad)2
where Ad = 2n/kd. For I ~ Ad' F ~ 1, whereas for
1= Ad/3, F ~ 0.7.




ni ~ nb (44c)
Ad ~ rb (44d)
These conditions represent, respectively, the re-
quirements that (a) the radiation be coherent,
(b) the bunch be immersed in the beam, (c) the
bunch be a small perturbation (and that gross
space charge spreading is avoided), and (d) that the
wave picture is applicable. Also note that since
N rv A:nb (but N ~ A~nb)' and that Ad ~ n;; 1/2, it
follows from (42) that
N ~ (4/3)nI3 ni where ni is the ion density in the
laboratory frame. Then for rb = 1 cm, and y = 3,
we find
E ~ 104 V/cm
N ~ 1.5 X 1010
If we assume VTH ~ C, E would increase by the
factor ~ 2 In(c/VTH) whereas N would decrease
(considerably) by the factor (VTH/C)3.
In trying to use this model to explain the present
data,1-12 one encounters the following difficulties:
a) Assuming cutoff at some fixed distance,
lSi ~ Zf which does not agree with the data.
b) Both Nand E are too small. To get E rv 106
V/cm and N rv 1013 requires using I > 2,1 which
strongly violates both the condition for coherent
radiation (44a) and the assumption that the ion
bunch is fully immersed in a plasma (44b).
c) The mechanism produces continuous acceler-
ation, with the obvious cutoff being that the beam
runs out-but the observed acceleration occurs
in a time much less than the beam pulse length.
d) Linearized theory for an infinite plasma was
used to calculate E. In general both the finite
perturbation effect of the ion cluster and the finite
transverse dimensions of the plasma.would necessi-
tate a nonlinear, bounded plasma, calculation.
e) It has been assumed that the ion bunch will
stay together during the acceleration. Provided
ni ~ nb , at least gross space charge spreading of
the pulse is avoided. However, net charge density
gradients may indeed pose a severe bunch spread-
ing problem.
Thus, apparently, one cannot use this model to
explain the existing data. I - 12
(45)
Thus large E requires very high beam density.
As an example, consider Zi = 1 and nb = 1012
cm - 3 in the beam frame. Also, we assume VTH
is of the order of c in the beam frame. This crude
assumption follows from the facts that (i) beam
electrons are injected with a finite and significant
energy spread and that (ii) beam electrons attain
significant transverse velocities as they oscillate in
the beam self-magnetic field. Thus Ad ~ ,.j2 nc/rop.
To evaluate (42) we assume I is the smaller of
Ad/3 or rb/3, ni = 0.1 nb , F = 1, and that the In
term in (42) equals unity. The number of ions is
6 CONCLUSIONS
Ion acceleration mechanisms involving electro-
static space charge fields, inductive fields, and
collective wave fields have been investigated. Six
theories of ion acceleration13-23 have been exam-
ined. Each theory was discussed in detail and
compared with the existing data1-12 in regard to
(1) ion energy, (2) acceleration length, (3) accelera-
tion time, (4) number of ions, and (5) ion pulse
length. It was concluded that none of these theories
could be used to explain the existing data. Also,
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some new and general results concerning potential
wells and pinch acceleration were given.
Based on the results presented above, we have
concluded that the observed ion acceleration must
involve only electrostatic space charge fields, at
least to lowest order, but that a new theory is
needed to account for the existing data with all of
their parametric dependence. Indeed, we' have
recently developed a new theory64-66 of ion
acceleration in which ions are accelerated only in
collective space charge fields. In this theory,
inductive fields and collective wave fields are
assumed to represent higher-order effects, as can be
verified a posteriori. This theory is in substantially
good agreement64- 66 with the data.1- 12
In any event, it is hoped that the work presented
here constitutes a useful investigation of possible
acceleration mechanisms, that it clarifies the
status of several existing theories,13-23 and that it
will provide a foundation for future research.
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